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1. Executive summary

Consumers have trusted so far large internet tech giants to

Through the paper, Digital Catapult aims to outline the benefits

aggregate and use their personal data in return for free services.

to organisations in developing a standardised Personal Data
Receipt process that clearly demonstrates to customers just

EU legislation, through directives such as the Data Protection

how their personal data will be used. This paper defines best

Directive (1995) and the original ePrivacy Directive (1998), stated

practices and provides guidance for the creation of PDRs with an

that personal data could only be processed lawfully and used

objective to initiate an open conversation with companies and

legitimately. However, the lack of transparency and the limited user

organisations that are interested in adopting them via a process

control offered by companies has rapidly undermined consumer

of implementation, testing and refinement. We hope that an

trust.

ecosystem of transparent and compliant user-controlled personal

The recently released Mobile Ecosystem Forum (MEF) Consumer
Trust Report1 says that 33% of the new Savvy Consumers who
were interviewed now demand trustworthy apps and services.

data collection and sharing practices will gain traction in the
market.
The objective of this paper is therefore to:

Trustworthy apps are those using clear and simple privacy
statements that ensure users have full control of their data and

•

trust that it won’t end up in the wrong hands.

Describe the importance of transparency in increasing
consumer trust when it comes to services that use their
personal data.

The online advertising industry has not helped to allay consumer
fear in this regard. Examples of this growing distrust of vague,

•

Discuss the challenges and opportunities for transparency

unclear and difficult to read privacy statements, may be attributed

based on the upcoming GDPR and provide guidance on how

to the consumer data leakage caused by freemium services. In an

PDRs might help organisations to achieve part of this required

attempt to combat this, a growing number of consumers are now

compliance. Furthermore, to assist SMEs in this market

adopting advert blockers or even providing false contact details

to understand the value of their customers’ data and the

when signing up for these services.

importance of transparency.

Savvy consumers’ demand for trustworthiness and transparency

•

is a key component of the upcoming General Data Protection

Illustrate guidelines that will help SMEs to develop and deploy
PDRs that leverage Digital Catapult’s experience.

Regulation (GDPR). Its primary aim is to rebuild consumers’
trust by 1) increasing transparency, 2) recognising users desire

•

Achieve further engagement with interested technology

for more granular control of their data access and sharing, and

providers whose desire it is to further develop the PDRs as a

3) guaranteeing a set of fundamental individual digital rights

set of services that make adoption, integration and deployment

(including the right to rectification, erasure, data portability and

easier, more standardised and accessible, even to SMEs with

restricted processing).

limited resources.

This white paper describes the Personal Data Receipt (PDR) work

It is hoped that this report will identify a number of opportunities

undertaken by Digital Catapult. PDRs provide a tool that can be

for collaborations aimed at further developing the PDR concept

used to address consumer needs for simple privacy statements

or promote its adoption in the tech community. If you have

and explains how their personal data will be used. Our ambition

any ideas that you wish to contribute, email Michele Nati at

is to try to reestablish trust in digital services by increasing

michele.nati@digicatapult.org.uk.

transparency around the use of consumer data.
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2. The Personal Data Economy:
The opportunity

Trends demonstrate that organisations are currently embracing

Similarly, BCG estimates that the value derived through the use

digital transformation and creating more data-driven businesses

of personal data in the digital manufacturing sector in Europe,

through use of customers’ personal data. As this practice grows

each year, will be around $1 billion and $11 billion respectively for

beyond the current predominant social media platforms and

consumers and organisations. Those figures are expected to grow

target advertising industry, more economic value is expected

respectively beyond $6 billion and $52 billion by 2020. The potential

to be generated in new sectors, including digital manufacturing

for this value creation arises from using personal data to, amongst

and digital health. The Department for Digital, Culture, Media

other things:

and Sport (DCMS) predicts a £241 billion growth in UK revenue2
between 2015-2020 derived from the use of personal data, with
a 11% increase in customer numbers and a 10% growth in new
opportunities.
In the digital health sector, Boston Consulting Group (BCG)

1) Gain consumer insight that leads to better product design.
2) Create connected devices that enable new product
functionalities, which are personalised to the user’s needs

3

estimates that the value derived from the use of personal data
in Europe, each year, will be around $54 billion and $8B billion
respectively for consumers and organisations. Those figures are
expected to grow respectively beyond $213 billion and $112 billion
by 2020. The potential for this value creation arises from using
patient data to create:
1) A holistic approach to healthcare, social care and self-managed
well-being.
2) Statistical and deep learning based health decision support
tools for doctors.
3) Personalisation of drugs and medical interventions.
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3. The Personal Data Economy:
The risk

100

Consumer %

80

Do not read
T&Cs in full

Nervous about
sharing personal
data

Will abandon a
service due
to trust

60
40
20
0

Attitude to personal data

Figure 1. Consumer Trends
With the ability to deliver advanced and personalised digital

The combination of the above, along with recent data breaches6,

services for their customers, more companies are now also

is raising consumer demand for better protection and a clearer

increasing their potential to generate additional revenue streams

understanding of how their personal data is being utilised. The

via the advertising industry.

current reaction of consumers regarding the widespread practice
of providing false data is resulting in further inefficiencies that

The lack of transparency and the emergence of savvy consumers

undermine the growth envisioned.

is hindering these growth opportunities.
To arrest this slide of a growing lack of trust, private and public
As a result of the growing volume of sales and marketing

organisations, including governments, should commit to increased

communications that they are exposed to on a daily basis, more

transparency and re-assure customers and citizens that their data

than half of consumers 4 increasingly perceive a lack of control

is being used in a way that they expect7. This practice however

over how their personal data is being used, with 60% feeling

requires the advent of new and more trusted customer channels

nervous about sharing personal data when using digital services.

that transparently communicate an organisation’s intent.

This is due to the lack of transparency regarding how their data is
collected and used, as well as the challenges consumers face in

On the same front, the GDPR, in force in all EU Member States

tracking and controlling how the data they share is actually used.

from May 2018 and implemented in the UK through the Data
Protection Bill8, is forcing organisations that currently collect data

Mobile apps users identify trust issues as the primary reason to

from European citizens to further investigate opportunities that

abandon a service. More often than not, it’s because the commonly

will increase user trust. This will only be achieved by improving

used privacy policy and Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) statements

transparency (Articles 12-14 on Information Notice) and allowing

lack transparency and do not offer a means to retain consumer

consumers more control over their personal data.

trust. Whilst only 20% of customers admit to having fully read the
T&Cs5 before agreeing to them, the majority of those customers

The legality of developing these new trusted channels is growing

still demand a new and improved user experience when dealing

and hence an opportunity to fill this gap is now finally emerging.

with agreements of such contracts.
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4. From Transparency to Trust

Offering transparency on how personal data is used, while
increasing the trust of savvy consumers, results in the following
benefits for the personal data ecosystem.
For individuals (sharing personal data with an organisation)
Privacy policies will become more human; providing users with a
better understanding of what they are letting organisations do with
their personal data, without having to read long documents written
by lawyers and for lawyers, rather than by actual users of digital
services. As a result of increased transparency and control that
their personal data will not end up in the wrong hands, user’s trust
will increase9. As a consequence, users will be more willing to share
personal information, knowing exactly what it will be used for and
how much control they have over their data.
For organisations (providing digital services, collecting and
using personal data)
Increasing transparency and building trust with their customers/
users requires organisations to clarify how they use and process
personal data by providing more simplified privacy statements.
By doing that, organisations become an example of a user-centric
attitude to personal data and thereby open new communication
channels with customers/users, avoid churn, and increase access
to quality consumers’ data.
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5. Transparency and GDPR:
Opportunities and challenges

On the one hand, GDPR is requiring organisations, large and small,

It is clear how a proper implementation of Articles 12-14 will

to perform a greater degree of due diligence when dealing with a

offer the chance to regain trust, provided that the needs of savvy

customer’s personal data, achieved by carefully reviewing their

consumers looking for a better user experience are considered

processes and including Privacy and Security by Design principles

and simplification of privacy statements are taken into account.

(and in some case Data Protection Impact Assessments). This is

Although recommendations on how to implement specific GDPR

being instituted to avoid large fines handed out due to possible

articles have started to emerge, it will be hard to satisfy these

data breaches.

requirements with a one-size-fits-all solution. As result, there
could be additional compliance burdens, in particular for small

On the other hand, the higher consumer demand for transparency

organisations willing to maintain, regain, or develop customer trust.

and the granular consent, required by organisations before
accessing their data, offers opportunities for those organisations

This paper intends to present what Digital Catapult believes to

to create new channels and regain consumer trust.

be a compliant solution that provides the transparency required
by GDPR and the emerging savvy consumers: The Personal Data

GDPR Article 4 states that consent should be freely given,

Receipts (PDRs).

unambiguous, as well as specific to the purpose, while Article 7
requires a proof of such consent to be maintained by both parties,

PDRs are a human-readable digital record summarising in a simple

the data subject and the data controller.

and clear way what personal data an organisation is collecting
about an individual, for what purpose, how it’s stored, for how long

Transparency and control are at the core of Article 12-14 that

and if any third-party sharing is allowed.

requires data controllers (e.g., the organisation deciding the
purpose for collecting and using personal data as part of a named

For simplicity of implementation and delivery, PDRs can be issued

service offer) to provide a fair processing information notice on

as mobile-friendly email when customers join a new digital service.

how the subject’s personal data will be collected and used. This
aims to increase transparency over how organisations use the
personal data they collect. Similarly, Articles 15-19 demand more
user control over their data. Article 15 outlines the right of access
by the data subject, with Articles 17-19 regulating the rights of the
individual, including the right to be removed from databases and
consequently any personal link to his/her data be removed upon
request.
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5.1. GDPR compliance:
Technology landscape

Consent
Management
Platform

PIMS

Transparency (e.g., PDRs)
Figure 1. Personal data technologies landscape

Current solutions for GDPR compliance mainly focus on providing

offered.

a platform for Consent Management (e.g., mylifedigital10 and
PrivacyCheq11 ) or Personal Information Management Systems

PDRs do not work as a stand-alone. They could be integrated

(e.g., PIMS, an example of which is digi.me ).

with services using Consent Management Platforms. PDRs could

12

be issued at the time new customers are on-boarded for given
Consent Management platforms extend the CRMs of organisations

services and could also include a link to the provided Consent

with a dashboard interface that’s accessible to end-users and

Management Platform, the existence of which could otherwise

offers fine grained review and access to shared personal data

be unknown or difficult for less technical customers to discover13.

and granular management of consent (mainly through box ticking

Similarly, new services developed by accessing users PIMS, could

interfaces). PIMS solutions instead utilise available open APIs to

issue PDRs for each new service created through user consent

acquire user personal data from existing supported applications

and also provide contact details of the new Data Processor who

and platforms, mainly using OAuth or other authentication

manages the specific service14 .

standards, and providing access to such data to create new
compliant solutions, where the data is used according to user
defined policies.
The figure above shows how the current landscape of solutions
focuses respectively on compliance to Article 4-7 (Consent
Management Platforms) and to Article 15-19 (PIMS), but still
without devoting enough attention on the required GDPR
transparency and to simply communicate privacy statements
to consumers at the time that on-boarding for a new service is
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6. Personal Data Receipts:
How to increase transparency and trust

Problem

Proposed Solution
Information
Notice

T&Cs
Lie, Agree & Forget

PIMS
Pre Service
Notice should be:

Long & complex,
lack of clarity
and information,
specially for
mobile users

Clear, concise and
transparent
Highlight purpose,
store, retention,
individual rights

Information
Receipt
During service
Receipts should
offer:
Individual rights
Track of shared
data
Manage consent
Subject Access
request
Remove data
Data portability

Figure 2. Transparency: Challenges and Opportunities
Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) provide a cumbersome way to

Problem Statement: How to increase consumer trust and business

onboard savvy consumers to digital services. They now demand

transparency by developing a GDPR compliant solution that takes

far more information. T&Cs are often agreed because they

into account the user experience and helps to reduce consumer

don’t offer alternatives, or are seldom read in full or understood.

pain points? Furthermore, how can this be done without increasing

Moreover, they often hinder information on how choices can be

the organisational compliance burden related to the provisioning of

altered or a service terminated.

digital services using personal data?

As a result, switched on customers are demanding far simpler

To solve this problem, there is a need for a clearer information

and clearer privacy statements that focus more on the user

notice and a way to track choices. To this purpose, Digital Catapult

experience, in particular when services are accessed from mobile

developed, tested and now wish to promote the use of PDRs

devices. Failing to provide such transparency, reduces trust and

(https://www.digitalcatapultcentre.org.uk/project/pd-receipt/).

increases the likelihood of customer churn (stats report that 9 in 10
customers are changing a service when they lose trust).
Figure 2 summarises the issues associated with the current T&C s
process. Most of the time, consumers lie when agreeing to T&Cs
due to the lack of clarity, or simply to access a desired free service.
Once this is done, any trace of what has been agreed is lost,
making it impossible for consumers to change their decision.
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6.1. The design

PDRs represent the current evolution and the practical

Sampled groups welcomed the use of icons, but only if supported

implementation of user-centric research that Digital Catapult

by simple, non-technical plain text, which was considered as the

conducted last year. The fundamental research questions we

main requirement for a meaningful Personal Data Receipt.

tried to answer were the following: Does transparency increase
consumers trust and how can transparency be achieved and

The figure overleaf shows the implementation of a PDR, including

measured?

the categories of information, as per the above bullet points. It

15

has been tailored with the information related to the Privacy Policy
The scenario: Almost daily, our physical life intersects with the

applying to visitors of the Digital Catapult Centre in London and

digital world. To access this world, we are continuously asked to

registering through our automated concierge system17.

fill in forms and provide personal information. But do we really
understand why and do we have any control on what happens next

The PDR was designed with the support of UX and design experts

with our personal information? The answer is more than likely NO.

to improve its look and feel, work well on mobile devices, and to
properly re-engineer the experience of users when they connect

Leveraging a user-centric design, and focusing first on the user-

with the Data Controller with the express purpose of executing their

experience, our research showed that providing a clear and concise

digital rights (e.g., data erasure).

human-readable receipt (digital record) is an effective method
of communicating why personal information is gathered and
how it is used when a person signs up for a new digital service.
Our hypothesis, confirmed by this initial study and the surveyed
participants, was that providing a personal data receipt brings an
additional level of transparency in personal data sharing and builds
trust between an organisation and its customers.
Despite the amount of details provided by Privacy Policies and
T&Cs, the interviewed groups deemed relevant a summary of the
following information:
1)	The category of personal information the organisation collects
to provide a subscribed service.
2) 	The purpose of collecting the personal information, with
particular emphasis on envisioned third-party sharing.
3) 	The where, how and for how long the personal information
is stored.
4)	The contact details of the Data Controller to create a way
to easily flag the request for removal of shared personal
information16
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Figure 3. Digital Catapult PDR
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6.2. The deployment

Catapult Centre engagement

Weekly Average

Insights

Yes

NO

Centre Visitors

222

75%

25%

PDRs sent

108

Would you like services you signed up
for to send you a PDR?

Email open rate

52%

25%

20%

Would you consider implementing
something similar within your company?

75%

Click through rate

Website engagement

Weekly Average

Visitors

11

Total page views

11

Contact via website

0

DCC visitors

Total receipts sent

Visitors

6158

PDRs sent by interest area

Percentage

Companies focused on privacy & trust

47%

Other areas of Interest

53%

(Figures taken cumulative since 13/09/16)

People interacting with PDR

Opened
11% of people who opened
the PDR interacted with it

Not Opened

Personal Data Receipts Insights

In order to pioneer the adoption of Personal Data Receipts, the

PDRs are issued daily as part of the automated registration service

Digital Catapult implemented and issued a PDR to all first-time

available to Digital Catapult visitors. We request some personal

visitors to its London centre. By doing this, we intend to lead by

information in order to complete the registration.

example and encourage other organisations to adopt a similar
approach to increase transparency within customer relationship

First time visitors signing-in, using our electronic concierge system,

practices, as well as educate individuals on how their personal data

are sent a PDR containing details of the personal information they

is collected and used.

have shared with us and how it’s used.
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Feedback from visitors is continuously collected to validate our
original assumptions, as well as refine and improve the user
experience with PDRs. The overall integration process took 4
weeks and was developed in a very agile way, followed by a lean
decision process that didn’t raise any major issues.
To date we issued over 6,000 PDRs since September 2016. The
majority of the recipients (80%) recognised the utility of the PDR
as a transparency tool to increase trust in the organisations that
issue them. It is worth noting the high rate of PDR recipients that
opened the email (50%), indicating the effectiveness of email as
the selected communication channel (11% further interacted with
the PDR email hyperlinks). To date the number of data erasure
requests triggered using PDRs numbered three, indicating that
visitors understood and were confident in the way Digital Catapult
uses their personal data. We were able to deal with such requests
in on average two working days, confirming the effectiveness of
the channel created by PDRs to process such requests. However,
before the introduction of PDRs, we did only have one such request
in three years. This is also a positive sign that PDRs are improving
customer understanding of their personal data and empowering
them to take action when they are not satisfied about the use of it.
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6.3. The implementation

Existing Corporate (Legacy) data infrastructure

Collection
Service

P o in t o f
C o lle c tio n

CRM
(d a ta sto re )

U se r
i n te rfac e

c h a n ne ls

A u d it
tra il
P D R c re a to r

New components

We recognise that many small and medium sized enterprises might

needs) personal data from your customers, whether through a

lack the availability of technical resources necessary to properly

mobile app, a web service, etc.

understand the value of customer’s personal information and how
to manage it with transparency and trust. Digital Catapult’s aim is

-Point of Collection is the interface used to acquire personal data

to provide guidelines on how simple it is for smaller organisations

from your customer, e.g., a registration form provided through a

to achieve this when using PDRs.

web page, or a dedicated personal (e.g., offered through a personal
device) or non-personal application (e.g., offered through a shared

This section provides an overview on how organisations could

device, an e-kiosk).

simply integrate PDRs in personal data management processes
and customer relations.

-Customer Relation Management database (CRM/data store) is
where the collected personal data of your customers are safely

The figure above provides an abstract view of the different

stored, processed and accessed.

subsystem your organisation could employ for personal data
collection.

-Audit trail is the separate system already in place that in a
personal data related system should at least maintain an access

The identified subsystems can be split into existing legacy systems

log to the data store.

already deployed as part of your service and new systems required
for the deployment of PDRs. The existing subsystems include the
following:
-Collection Service is the backend service that collects (and

The new required subsystems are comprised of:
-User (interface) channel, is the channel identified for the
provisioning of PDRs and the definition of the technology to be
used to deliver the PDR. This can include emailing clients (and

P E R S O N A L D ATA R E C E I P T S : I N C R E A S I N G T R A N S P A R E N C Y A N D T R U S T
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emails), e-wallet (and e-wallet pass), dedicated (existing) mobile

process to deal with subsequent requests (e.g., data erasure) from

apps or web dashboards (and notification and document, e.g., pdf-

your customers. It’s a GDPR requirement to provide customers with

based PDRs, store).

the ability to execute their individual digital rights, so your system
and business processes need to be ready for that.

-Personal Data Receipts (PDRs) Creator is the new component
(or combination of components) that creates a personalised

Step 4 (The User channel): The fourth step is to select the user

PDR, delivered using the selected User Interface and maintains a

channel used to deliver PDRs and receive related requests triggered

compliant audit trail of the overall process (e.g. ‘versioning’ of the

by your customers. If no other channels are in place, emails might

relevant privacy policy).

represent the easiest way to initially build such a channel. However,
consider that emails might sometimes not always be an effective

Because savvy consumers demand better user experiences when

channel to grab user attention (e.g., pay particular attention to how

it comes to deciding whether to share their personal data, the

you choose the subject of your PDRs email) and that those emails

implementation and integration of PDRs requires multi-disciplinary

might require more effort to protect the security and privacy of

expertise. This will also facilitate a successful and smooth

issued PDRs.

integration process.
If you select emails as a User channel, you can always re-use
Recommendation (The PDR team): To create a meaningful PDR

and expand our PDR template. Our template can be downloaded,

for your digital service, you will need the following in order to

customised and used for your services under Creative Common

assemble a small multi-disciplinary team in your organisation: a UX

Attribution 4.0 International License (free to share, free to adapt).

expert to simplify the user interaction; a lawyer to ensure you are
not misinterpreting the law by simplifying the communication, a

Step 5 (The PDR Creator): The last step is to implement the

technologist to ensure security, privacy and compliance.

PDR creator and to maintain a consistent audit trail of the issued
PDRs. The information required by the PDR creator can be

Assuming you have created a team for the implementation of PDRs

provided by any of the Collection Service, Point of Collection, or

in your organisation, the following steps are required in order to

Customer Relation Management database and shared through

deploy your Personal Data Receipt:

implementation of secure APIs.

Step 1 (Identify the target service): The first step when issuing a

If you decide to implement your PDR creator with information

PDR is to identify the provided digital service (e.g., the Collection

received from your customer database and to deliver PDRs using

Service that collects your customer’s personal data) of which you

email, always implement best practices for secure communication

want to enhance the transparency and control with the integration

(e.g. HTTPS) between different subsystems.

of PDRs.
More details on the technical integration of PDRs within the Digital
Step 2 (Understand your service): The second step is to

Catapult system and a blueprint architecture with guidelines for

understand the user journey undertaken to subscribe to the given

integration with other systems are available on request.

service, identify the associated Privacy Policy and the Terms and
Conditions, discover the associated personal data flow within your
organisation (e.g. perform a GDPR required Data Privacy Impact
Assessment) and identify the relevant subsystems that forms part
of it (the Point of Collection, the Customer Relation Management
data store and the Audit Trail). Use the chance offered here to
understand if all the personal data you collect is required and if not
desired, how to minimise it.
Step 3 (Make your process ready): The third step before
integrating and rolling out PDRs, is to understand and adapt your

P E R S O N A L D ATA R E C E I P T S : I N C R E A S I N G T R A N S P A R E N C Y A N D T R U S T
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6.4. PDRs and GDPR

In this section, we highlight the relevant GDPR articles and

on those collected under consent, compliance to Article 7 (Proof

discuss how PDRs are a tool used to address the requirements of

of Consent) is guaranteed. However, in this case, PDRs become a

transparency and user control.

tool integrated by a Consent Management platform. Our intention
was instead to increase transparency and eventually simplify

Because PDRs are issued when a user joins a new digital service,

management of individual digital rights. The following table

by expanding the categories of collected data with information

provides an explanation on how this is achieved.

Article

What PDRs Offer

(12-14) Right to be informed

PDRs provide a standardised human-readable template designed by consumers for consumers.
They allow data controllers to easily customise and deliver all the information required by the
‘right to be informed’. Moreover, instead of showing this information on generic web-pages, they
deliver it through personalised digital means (e.g. emails) and embedding data controller contact
details. This opens up a direct channel between data subject and data controller. Using a
unique ID simplifies the linkage of additional personal data to a specific data subject and opens
the door to automatically update and notify the customers of the future acquisition of their
additional personal data (e.g., after a Privacy Policy is revised).

(15) Right of access

PDRs generated for any existing or new personal data transaction (e.g., acquisition of personal
data by a data controller from a given data subject in relation to a provided digital service) will
automatically link a data subject to any related personal data already stored in a data controller
system using a unique pseudonymous ID. In addition, PDRs provide a direct and convenient
channel to automatically trigger an access request from a data subject.

(16) Right to rectification

Through the requirement to list third party sharing, PDRs create good practice for linking data
subject information to specific third parties receiving them, thus simplifying cascade updates.
Moreover, PDRs can make data subjects responsible for identifying given data categories
that require rectification as well as providing a channel for such updates. This will not require
anymore previous subject access requests to first discover collected data. This can turn into an
overall saving in managing such and similar user rights. Updated receipts can be issued at any
time that a new third-party sharing is consented for the same set of personal data.

(17) Right to erasure

PDRs provide a direct channel that links data subjects and their personal data with data
controllers, thus simplifying the notification and management of the right to removal. Being
issued as a copy to the data subject, PDRs also promote best practice for data subjects to
review their personal data sharing. This allows them to track different ongoing personal data
sharing activities and easily identify those not currently being required anymore and subject to
request for removal.

(18) Right to restrict processing

PDRs provide a direct channel that links data subjects and their personal data with data
controllers, thus simplifying the notification and management of the right to restrict processing,
while educating customers on how their data is being used for automated decisions.
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(18) Right to data portability

PDRs provide a direct channel that links data subjects and their personal data with data
controllers, thus simplifying the notification and management of the right to portability. By
automatically linking relevant personal data to specific data subject initiated requests, PDRs
avoid inefficiency associated to discovery of data affected by specific requests.

(21) Right to object

PDRs provide a direct channel that links data subjects and their personal data with data
controllers, thus simplifying the notification and management of the right to object. By
embedding information related to the purpose of processing PDRs, it provides grounds for data
subjects to understand the right to object.

The list is not supposed to be exhaustive, but it should already
provide evidence of the utility and further benefits and advantages
derived from adopting and extending the Personal Data Receipts. It
should motivate for best practice in creating transparency and trust
for personal data sharing. It is clear how PDRs in their current form
already provide a new channel that addresses savvy customer
needs to swiftly manage GDPR requirements for transparency and
for data subject rights management.
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7. How to get involved

There are a number of use cases and scenarios in which PDRs

opportunities that emerged from this initial engagement.

can help to increase transparency on how personal information
is used, and can help organisations to increase customer trust.

We hope that this report will help you to identify other ways to get

In particular, based on the feedback we collected, it is clear how

involved and collaborate with us in making the overall personal

the additional transparency provided by PDRs helps to expand the

data ecosystem more transparent and trusted.

services delivered by either unknown or already trusted brands.
This also confirms what savvy customers require in order to trust
the myriad of services they are exposed to throughout their digital

If you want to get involved, we want to hear more about your ideas
by emailing michele.nati@digicatapult.org.uk

experience.
As in our proof of concept demonstration, PDRs work particularly
well in situations where collection of personal information occurs
in real-life events that usually initiate new digital services, such as
in-store purchases, loyalty programmes onboarding, telephone taxi
bookings and patient-doctor relations. In such scenarios though,
customers have little opportunity to distill and check how their
personal information is being used and how to exercise control
over them.
In addition, we identify a number of systems and channels that
could be used to integrate and issue PDRs. A number of tools
and APIs can be developed to provide integration with an external
PDR creator. Providing such seamless integration will promote the
widespread use of PDRs.
We are therefore now looking for a combination of both. New
adopters of PDRs (in particular large organisations that might pave
the way for their diffusion) and technology providers (in particular
SMEs) that want to help us extend the current concept into a more
viable technical solution.
We have so far organised three engagement workshops during
which we presented the Personal Data Receipts concept and our
Digital Catapult implementation. We then asked participants to
identify and co-design use case scenarios where PDRs could help,
based on experience and services their organisations are providing.
As results of these workshops, we implemented PDRs in three
more scenarios, and are currently discussing more partnership
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